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Abstract
The first substantial research into the practice of Corporate Real Estate Asset Management
(CREAM) in New Zealand was carried out by Wei Kium Teoh in 1992. Subsequently the author
has published a number of papers in this area and a variety of post graduate students at Lincoln
University have also undertaken research into CREAM via their dissertations. Several of these
research projects involved surveys of large organizations in New Zealand and included similar
questions. They were also spread in time over a period of 14 years. This led to the opportunity to
carry out a time series analysis of the development of CREAM practice in New Zealand, the
results of which are described in this paper. Findings include substantial and continuous
improvement in some aspects of CREAM practice, such as the qualifications of those responsible
for the management of corporate real estate and the development of strategic plans for these
assets. However other findings have remained remarkably stable or plateaued, for example the
percentage of organizations with a separate real estate unit, reporting levels to management and
the allocation of real estate costs.
Key Words: asset, corporate, development, real estate, management, New Zealand,
performance, property, survey, time series.

Introduction
In 1999 the author presented a paper at the International Real Estate Society Conference in
Kuala Lumpur in which a preliminary analysis of the performance and stage of development of
corporate real estate asset management in New Zealand was outlined (McDonagh 1999). That
paper represented the second substantial piece of research on this topic in New Zealand at the
time, the only prior study being that of Wei Kuim Teoh (Teoh 1992).
The 1999 paper reported the results of interviews with the management of forty seven
organisations in New Zealand with substantial real estate assets. Subsequently, a much larger
mail survey of 457 New Zealand organisations was carried out (McDonagh 2001). Then in 2005
the author and postgraduate Gary Nichols at Lincoln University, carried out a further survey of
Corporate Real Estate Asset Management practices in New Zealand (Nichols 2005). This
involved 334 organisations and focused on the link between overall corporate strategy and real
estate strategy. The results of this research are the subject of a forthcoming paper to be
presented at the European Real Estate Society Conference.
These four pieces of research represent almost all the substantive research into Corporate Real
Estate Asset Management in New Zealand and span the period from 1992 to 2005. Although the
focus of each piece of research was slightly different, there was enough commonality amongst
the questions asked for it to now be possible to analyse if there have been any discernible trends
in the performance of Corporate Real Estate Asset Management in New Zealand over this
period. It was also felt it would be particularly appropriate to present the findings at the PRRES
Conference in Kuala Lumpur nine years on from when the preliminary analysis was presented in
the same city.
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Literature Review
Property is an essential factor of production which all businesses need in order to function. It is
almost impossible to conceive of a business that does not require some sort of space in which to
operate. “Even an agent working from a mobile phone will seek free use of doorways for shelter”
(Weatherhead 1997). However, the management of real estate assets in non-investment
situations only became the focus of academic research in relativity recent times.
Zeckhauser and Sliverman introduced the topic in the early 1980’s, followed on by researchers
such as Veale, Bon, Avis, Gibson and Watts, Nourse, and Roulac in the late 1980’s. The 1990’s
saw somewhat of an explosion of interest in Corporate Real Estate Asset Management (CREAM)
as an academic discipline internationally and there are now a substantial number of individuals
and research organisations working in this field. However, this is not the case in New Zealand, no
doubt due to the size of the country and the small number of property academics.
Across this body of CREAM research a number of underlying themes have emerged. The first is
that all human activities utilise property to support these activities to some degree. For example
Nourse (1990) says “some businesses are real estate all businesses use real estate”. He goes
on to define CREAM as the study of the management of corporate real estate assets by non- real
estate companies as a complement and input to their core business.
Then D. (2000) states “the principal goal of Corporate Real Estate Asset Management is to
support the core business of the organisation is it serving”. Edwards and Ellison(2004) state:
“Property held as an operational asset serves to support the activities of the business occupying
the property. This type of property is sometimes referred to as corporate property.”
Zeckhauser and Silverman (1983) observed that most US companies treat property as an
overhead cost “like stationary and paperclips”. They also found that 25% or more of corporate
assets are in real property and 40%-50% of net operating incomes are property related operating
costs. Bruno (2002) found that amongst the Fortune 500 companies, real estate accounts for
30%-40% of total assets and 5%-10% of operating expenses.
A second theme that pervades much of the literature is that corporate property is often not
considered a strategic asset and many survey respondents reiterate “we are not in the property
business”. Teoh (1992) noted that: “Owing to the apparent tranquillity of property investment and
almost guaranteed profitability, property management has generally been assumed to be a task
not requiring any form or expertise or formal training.”
Englert J. (2001) identified property as one of the most taken for granted and under-managed
assets. He stated “real estate may have been the most under-managed business discipline in
the modern corporation. Adendorf and Nkado (1996) express a similar opinion and in a report by
Cornet Global (2005) based on a Ernst and Young survey, 52% of all organisations were still
either doing nothing, or did not know what to do regarding their property portfolios.
A 1998 Price Waterhouse- Coopers study found 79% of executives identified real estate as a
non-core and very fragmented function across business units (Bruno 2002).
Another, related theme identified by many researchers, is that a non-strategic view of corporate
real estate means many property professionals focus on the transactional nature of their work,
rather than devoting time to the strategic connection to overall business goals.
Veale (1989) observed that many organisations do not clearly and consistently evaluate the
performance of their property and treat it as an overhead cost, even though property has a large
number of unique characteristics. Most treat real estate in a reactive manner in spite of its cost
coming second to payroll at 20%-40% of business value.
Nourse and Roulac (1993) state: “Too often real estate transactions are approached from a deal
making rather than a strategic prospective. Economic issues should not be the focus at the
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expense of strategic issues, and explicit consideration of how a real estate decision should
support overall strategic issues is essential.”
Gilber, Black and Moon (2002) state: “Often corporate real estate officers and others in the
organisation make daily decisions about facility, location, building design, space layout and lease
obligations, without a plan as to how those real property holdings could contribute to the
company’s productivity and profitability”. They also found that only 16% of CEO’s in the UK view
property as a strategic resource.
Research by Danny Then (2000) found a lack of an integrating framework for considering the
impact of business trends and strategic decisions on corporate real estate assets. He noted:
“The derivation of corporate strategic choice, without integrating the real estate and operational
dimensions, clearly contributes to sub-optimal solutions in many organisations, reducing the role
of real estate facilities to one of reacting to business unit demands”.
Joroff, Louargand, Lambert and Becker (1993) suggested that organisations generally go through
a five stage model of development. The four lower levels represent transactional type activities
and only the highest level introduces strategic thinking to the process.
Sometimes a particular event is instrumental in moving real estate onto the corporate
management agenda. Gibson (1994, 1995) asserted that financial pressure has forced
organisations to place property on their agenda when they may have not had to do so in the past.
But it is a two way street, in order to be considered at board level, property needs to be able to
adequately advance its case. As Duffy (2004) suggests, corporate real estate managers need to
demonstrate to senior management the contribution that workspace can make to stimulate and
support business success.
McDonagh (2001) states “an impending lease expiry or a lack of room for expansion may
stimulate examination of workplace design or alternate work patterns, new IT etc”.
Nicols (2005) observes too may organisations treat property as a passive activity that is
considered a necessary evil of doing business. It only becomes an item on senior management
agenda when a significant activity looms on the horizon.
Becker and Joroff (1995) also support this view. Continuous review of property functions and up
to the minute best practice is necessary rather than the traditional reactive approach of looking
into a situation because a lease is expiring or another problem is looming.
Organisational structure may also encourage a focus on the transactional rather than the
strategic. This was examined by Englert (2001) who found that organisations with vertical silo
type structures can promote a fiefdom and non-sharing of critical information. The culture may
then become centred on operational units rather the contribution units make to the organisation
as a whole. Englert also presented a similar model of development to that put forward by Joroff
et.al. whereby organisations tend to progress from a caretaker role to an enabling role, to a
catalyst role over time.
Another common theme is that for corporate real estate to make the optimum contribution to an
organisation it has to be connected directly to the senior management team. Many studies
(including Veale, Pittman and Parker, Teoh, McDonagh, Nicols) have investigated how far
removed the property decision making is from the CEO level and also how well informed the
property team is regarding overall strategic direction.
McDonagh (2002) observed that there is a two way communication gap. Property people do not
understand the intricacies of operations, and operating people do not understand the functioning
of the real estate market.
Some researchers, again including Veale, Gibson, Pittman and Parker, Teoh, McDonagh, and
also Duffy, have emphasised that the compilation of an asset register or management information
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system can be a necessary first step to moving property up the strategic agenda and into the
board room. Until some hard information is available upon which to base strategic decisions,
those decisions are unlikely to be taken.
French (1994) came to the same conclusion regarding local authorities. He also extended this to
highlight the importance of internal rents or operating as a profit centre. This aspect has also
been investigated in several other corporate real estate studies.
It can be seen from the above that there are a number of common themes woven throughout
much of the research undertaken in the corporate real estate area.
There have been previous attempts to try and identify which of these themes are key factors in
good CREAM performance. For example, Veale (1989) suggested seven “dimensions of
performance “ - the presence of a formal real estate unit, use of management information
systems for real estate operations, use of property by property accounting methods, frequency of
reporting real estate promotion to senior management, exposure of real estate staff to overall
corporate strategy and planning, availability of information and methods for evaluating real estate
performance and use, and the performance of real estate assets relative to overall corporate
assets.
Similar themes were identified by Pittman and Parker (1989) who surveyed corporate real estate
executives on what factors they considered were important to top performing corporate real
estate asset management. Teoh (1992) in turn identified five key factors in CREAM performance
and McDonagh (2001) used factor analysis to try and extract from a survey of 457 organisations
six key CREAM performance variables.
In all these studies (and many others) there can be seen a high degree of commonality in terms
of the issues that have been found to be significant. The fact the same issues appear to be
important no matter what the circumstances, means that corporate real estate surveys carried out
at different times, in different locations and for different purposes often include similar questions.
This has been found to be the case in New Zealand where the surveys and interviews carried out
by Teoh, McDonagh and Nichols, though focussed on different areas, have had multiple
questions the same or at least similar. As a result it has been possible to carry out a time series
comparison of the performance of CREAM from the time of Teoh’s research in the early 1990s
through to that of Nichols in 2005. It is also likely that cross country comparison of CREAM
performance may be also be possible, as international researchers are also likely to have
included similar questions in survey work they may have undertaken.
Methodology
The aim of this research was to examine how the performance of CREAM in New Zealand has
changed over time.
Ideally, such time series analysis would have used the same questions and the same sampling
method applied to the same population at regular intervals over the research time period.
Unfortunately this has not been possible in this case. Only a limited number of CREAM research
projects have taken place in New Zealand and each had a different focus, sample and in some
cases methodology. However, many of the organisations surveyed have been the same or at
least similar and the same applies to the questions addressed to these organisations.
In addition, in many cases multiple questions were asked surrounding a single theme and
therefore, even if the questions from survey to survey were not identical, a good indication of the
respondent organisations position in respect of the issue could usually be determined. In some
cases a degree of judgement has had to be exercised in interpreting responses and it is
acknowledged that this is a limitation of this research. Where these limitations are assessed as
being significant they will be highlighted in the discussion of the results.
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The results of four different research projects are being compared in this paper. Three of these
were surveys of organisations with substantial corporate real estate assets and the fourth was a
series of interviews with corporate real estate executives. The methodology applied in each of
these research exercises is detailed below in chronological order:
Wei Kuim Teoh carried out the first survey of CREAM in New Zealand during March/November
1991. This formed part of her Master of Commerce thesis which was deposited in the Lincoln
University Library in 1992. A summary of the results of this research was published in the Journal
of Real Estate Research in 1993.
The mail survey was addressed to the chief executive, managing director, executive chairman,
secretary or general manager of all the companies listed on the New Zealand stock exchange at
that time. This totalled 136 companies, but a number were excluded because they were either
specialist real estate investment companies or they were in receivership, liquidation, under
statutory management or suspended.
The questionnaire was divided into six main sections covering; background, organisation,
structure and motives of the corporate real estate unit, inventory of real estate assets, real estate
decision making and issues on corporate real estate asset management.
There were 21 main questions in the survey but a number of these had several sub-questions,
resulting in 64 possible data items for each respondent. The data collected included questions of
fact, for example: “Does your company have an organised real estate unit?”, “Does your
company have a real estate inventory?” and also a questions of opinion, many of which were
measured on a five point Likert scale. For example: “How would you rank the importance of the
real estate department within your organisation?” and “Do you agree or disagree with the
following statement: real estate management is not important because the companies core
business activity is not real estate?”
The second CREAM research project in New Zealand was undertaken by the author and
involved a series of interviews with 47 corporate real estate executives carried out during 1997
and 1998. The interviewees were not randomly selected but represented a wide cross section of
organisations occupying substantial corporate real estate assets in New Zealand. An
unstructured, qualitative format was used in which the interviewees were invited to put forward
their own perspective on the management of real estate assets within their organisations.
Occasional, non-judgemental prompts were used as required to ensure key topic areas were
addressed. The interviews were approximately one hour in duration and were tape recorded and
transcribed for analysis using qualitative techniques.
The first objective of the interviews was to update Teoh’s work but also extend it via
consideration of a much wider range of performance indicators. The concept of stages of
development of CREAM as proposed by Joroff et.al.(1993) was examined and a much broader
range of organisations were surveyed compared with Teoh’s earlier work. These included central
and local government, non-profit organisations such as charities and churches and large
companies not listed on the New Zealand stock exchange. The results of this research were
presented at the International Real Estate Society Conference in Kuala Lumpur in January 1999.
Part of the rationale for the interviews was also to prepare for a much more comprehensive
survey of CREAM in New Zealand.
The third piece of research, also carried out by the author, was a mail survey distributed to 457
organisations of all kinds throughout New Zealand in November 1998. The questionnaires were
addressed to the property manager but it was explained they were to be completed by the person
within the organisation who had primary responsibility for the purchase, leasing, management
and disposal of real estate assets used in the core business of the organisation, irrespective of
their title.
The survey was divided into seven sections, entitled: overall organisation, management of real
estate assets, individual responsibilities, communication, information systems, outsourcing and
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description of the real estate portfolio. Most questions required closed end or Likert scale
responses. There were a smaller number of questions inviting open-ended responses or
comments. Overall there were 47 main questions and numerous sub-questions resulting in a total
of 177 possible data items. A number of papers reporting on various aspects of this research
have been previously published (McDonagh & Hayward 2000, McDonagh & Frampton 2001,
McDonagh, 2004)
The fourth source of data for this research was a survey carried out during 2005 by a post
graduate student at Lincoln University, Gary Nichols, as part of his Master of Property Studies
dissertation.
This survey was email and web-based and targeted 334 organisations similar to those in the
McDonagh survey. A personally addressed e-mail was sent to the individual responsible for
CREAM in the organisation and they were invited to follow a link to a web based questionnaire.
The focus of this research was the strategic link between business strategy and property
strategy, but as with the previously mentioned studies, there were similarities amongst the
questions asked. Again the survey was divided into a number of sub-sections (general
information, property management, business planning, property planning, the connection
between business plan and the property plan) and the questions in turn divided into subquestions. In total there were 43 questions and by the time sub questions were included the total
number of data items was 89.
The four research projects described briefly above therefore provided the base data for this time
series analysis of changes in the management of corporate real estate assets in New Zealand
over a period of 14 years. (Copies of the questions actually asked are included in the appendix to
this paper).
As stated previously, even though the focus of these four projects was slightly different they had
multiple questions in common. The raw base data was still available for all but the Teoh research,
so responses could be converted to a common basis where necessary, usually respondent
percentages.
Reponses to questions that were exactly the same or similar across all four research projects are
directly compared in the results section that follows. There were also questions that were not the
same in every survey but gave sufficient indication of the respondent’s position on an issue that a
reasonable comparison could still be made between the surveys.
The McDonagh and Nichols surveys were directed at a very similar group of organisations and
were also similar in terms of their content and structure. However, the mode of delivery was quite
different in that one was a mail survey and the other an Internet based survey. This in itself may
skew the results to some degree.
It should also be borne in mind that the Teoh research was a survey of only those organisations
listed on the New Zealand Stock Exchange in 2002, whereas the other three research projects
covered a far wider range of organisations.
Similarly, for the interview research the respondents were not randomly selected and there may
be degree of response bias in that organisations with larger and potentially more professionally
managed corporate real estate tended to be selected for that process. The face to face interview
process itself can also lead to some respondents not being completely forthcoming in revealing
organisational practices.
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Time Series Comparison - Results
Characteristics of Respondent Organisations
A much wider range of organizational types were surveyed in the interviews and later surveys
than the Teoh survey and this is reflected in the responses. In addition the interviews focused on
organisations known to the researcher to have substantial real estate assets and this is likely to
have biased results in favour of higher levels of CREAM performance.
Respondent Organisations
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While this diversity may help explain some of the inconsistencies that arose between the results,
a more significant finding is the high degree of correlation on many aspects of CREAM amongst
organizations with very different structures and core areas of activity. This reflects the findings of
Gibson (1991), Lundstrom (1991) and Simons (1993). It is also significant that the findings from
prior research carried out predominantly in the highly industrialized societies of the USA and UK
are also reflected in a New Zealand context - an economy dominated by the rural and tourism
sectors.
Most of the organizations responding were relatively large in New Zealand terms (but small in
international terms). To some extent this was to be expected, as only organizations with
relatively large property holdings were included in the sample. It could be that some response
bias is reflected in these results, as there was an under representative response rate from private
companies. These are likely to have fewer staff and smaller property portfolios than government
departments, state owned enterprises, territorial local authorities and public companies. Smaller
organizations may also be less focused or aware of CREAM issues and also short of human
resources, and therefore less likely to take the time to answer a comprehensive corporate real
estate survey.
A useful future exercise would be to focus on CREAM in these small organizations to see if the
issues faced in respect of CREAM are the same.
The property portfolios held by the surveyed organizations tended towards one of two extremes.
Either they had few freehold properties or they owned over 100 properties. A similar bipolar
response was reflected in questions on preference to own or lease. This may mean that very
different CREAM strategies are appropriate to the two groups depending on their tenure
preference. This was already found to be the case in an earlier outsourcing study (McDonagh &
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Hayward 2000) where characteristics desired in service providers were significantly different
between groups favouring different tenure forms.
It also appears that as the number of properties increases, it is more likely they will be owned as
freehold estate. Few owned portfolios were worth less than $1 million, with the most common
categories being $11-30 million or over $100 million.
Many portfolio characteristics will be reflective of the ownership category or core business of the
respondents. For example TLA’s and government departments are highly likely to have high
value freehold portfolios. This is probably a function of the nature of their core operations, the
capital budgeting process applying to property acquisitions, and their non-taxable status reducing
some of the advantages of leasing. In contrast, smaller private companies are likely to have small
leasehold portfolios, due to scarcity of capital.
Existence of a Separate Corporate Real Estate Unit
In all surveys the majority of organizations had a separate corporate real estate unit, and in most
cases it comprised only one or two people. These units are very much smaller than those found
in overseas organizations but, despite this, it was notable how responses to most issues were
very similar. Those few organizations with very large corporate real estate departments were
territorial local authorities or government departments, and it is possible they also used a wider
definition of corporate real estate staff than other respondents.
The similarity in the percentage of organizations with a separate CRE unit amongst the three
surveys of Teoh (1992), McDonagh (2001) and Nichols (2005) is remarkable. The respective
figures are 62%, 63% and 57.4%, with the Teoh result particularly remarkable considering the
quite different sample to the other two surveys. This could be interpreted as either showing no
progress over time or alternatively that only about 60% of organizations need a separate
corporate real estate unit in New Zealand.
This is significantly less than the 86% of US organizations found by Veale (1989) to have a
separate corporate real estate unit. Again this may be reflective of the scale of organizations in
New Zealand where corporate real estate is often the responsibility of a single individual, often
the CEO or only one step removed from the CEO.
In the interview research the percentage of organizations with a separate CRE unit was 78%.
This is much closer to the result of Veale and lends support to the above hypothesis, in that the
interviewed organizations were not randomly selected and represented larger organizations in a
New Zealand context.
Title and Qualifications of Corporate Real Estate Unit Head
Questions on the title of the head of the corporate real estate unit were similar in the Teoh,
McDonagh and Nichols surveys. This question was not asked in the interview based project.
There was a greater range of titles in the later two surveys, most likely a reflection of the greater
range of organizations surveyed.
A title indicating a clear property focus including the description “Property”, “Facilities” or “Asset”
Manager was the most popular with 39%, 44% and 43% of the sample for Teoh, McDonagh and
Nichols respectively.
In the Teoh survey the second most popular title, with 31% of the sample, was “company
secretary” but this title only appeared in 4% of organizations in the McDonagh survey and 6.9%
in the Nichols survey. In both cases “Corporate Services Manager” or something similar was far
more common and may perform a similar role. Popular in all three surveys were titles with a
finance orientation such as CFO, accountant, finance manager or financial controller. These
accounted for 14.6% of respondents in the Teoh survey, 12% in the McDonagh survey and
11.5% in the Nichols survey.
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These results indicate the majority of organizations in New Zealand still lack a clearly identified
position for a person fulfilling the CREAM role. An increasingly popular alternative is to outsource
CREAM functions, but this brings its own set of problems including lack of familiarity with core
operations, and conflicts of interest (McDonagh & Hayward 2000). The result of either is that
corporate real estate may “fall between the cracks” of responsibility, or be carried out by
someone without much expertise or enthusiasm.
On a more positive note, the number of respondents without any property or related professional
qualifications reduced from 63% in the McDonagh survey to 45% in the later Nichols survey.
Over the same interval those with a property qualification increased from 17% to 35% while those
with professional qualifications in other areas such as engineering, accounting or law remained
constant at 19%.
Corporate Real Estate Reporting Level
As mentioned in the literature review, corporate real estate unit reporting level has been identified
as an important contributor to CREAM performance by earlier research. This aspect was
examined in all four New Zealand research projects but unfortunately Teoh used position
terminology unfamiliar in a New Zealand context (President and Senior/Executive Vice President)
which may have compromised her results to some extent. Even so, she found 61% of corporate
real estate units reported to positions identified as either of the above, which could be seen as
equivalent to the top two organizational levels in a New Zealand context.
In the subsequent research, the number of levels away from the CEO was used instead of
position names. The results are shown in the table below.
Teoh
CRE reporting level

McDonagh
Interviews

McDonagh
Survey

Nichols

35%

36%

34%

35%

40%

37%

to level2

combined level
1&2
61%

to level 3

24%

19%

17%

23%

unclear

15%

11%

7%

6%

to CEO

Again the results were quite similar in that approximately 70% of those primarily responsible for
CREAM in organizations reported to either of the top two levels.
Although respondents reported to superiors with a wide range of titles, the most common were
CEO and CFO, and the balance were usually only one or two steps removed from the CEO. This
is in contrast to overseas research, but earlier research by the author (McDonagh 2001) found
this to be more a reflection of organizational size than an indicator of CREAM performance. It
may, however, mean that a change in CEO or CFO attitude to CREAM may have a rapid effect,
as there is less organizational inertia to overcome.
Allocation of Corporate Real Estate Costs
How organizations allocate corporate real estate costs is a recurring theme in the literature, with
a number of studies presenting conflicting results on whether a cost centre or profit centre
approach is preferable. Teoh found only 34.1% of organizations reported having a profit centre
structure in 1992 and for the interviews in 1997-8 this figure was 37.8%. This type of question
was not asked directly in the later survey research but related questions were asked on how real
estate costs were allocated.
The results show a consistent pattern over time with all research reporting a percentage of
around 50% of organizations treating property related costs separately and allocating them to
individual properties. At the other end of the scale, in the McDonagh and Nichols surveys around
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35% include property costs in generally allocated overheads. The figure for the interviews was
higher, but this is likely to be due to less non-responses.

Allocation of Real Estate Costs
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The interview research also revealed several respondents who were not directly allocating
property costs at present but were investigating doing so.
Existence and Quality of a Strategic Corporate Real Estate Plan
The existence and quality of a strategic plan for corporate real estate assets has been identified
as a significant factor by many earlier researchers. A comparison of the results from all four
research projects in New Zealand is shown below.
CRE Strategic plan

Teoh

McDonagh
Interviews

McDonagh
Survey

Nichols

good or very good

17.1%

31%

28%

28%

implied/or OK

26.8%

21%

12%

44%

poor or NA

48.8%

47%

57%

29%

A good or very good CRE strategic plan being in place still applies only to a minority of the
organizations surveyed, and while the percentage in this category almost doubled between 1991
and 1998 it seems to have stabilized since at around 30%.
Where there does seem to have been improvement is in the number of organizations who now
have an adequate CRE strategic plan (44%) and a reduction in those who have a poor plan or
none at all (29%).
In common with research in the USA by Duckworth (1993) and Stephens (1994) and in the UK by
Avis, Gibson and Watts (1989), interview respondents often commented that they were unsure of
how to develop a strategic plan, and in particular, how to bring core business strategies back to
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the implications for property assets. This may indicate a lack of integration of CRE staff into core
business strategic planning and also the reverse - a lack of understanding of real estate markets
by core business managers.
This situation has been addressed in New Zealand in recent years by the publication of a
comprehensive manual on strategic planning for property assets (The NAMS Property Manual).
This has a focus on large public sector organizations and has been widely adopted. This may
have led to the substantial improvement in the Nichols results.
Also reported, and similar to findings by Gibson (1994, 1995), were situations where a strategic
plan for corporate real estate assets was “required” by senior management or an external
agency, but there was insufficient base information or expertise to develop a meaningful and well
grounded plan. The result was plan that the CRE managers had little faith in but it “kept
management happy” while they continued to struggle with developing a better plan or else
continued to deal with day to day issues in a reactive manner.
The above situation may be reflected in the 28.7% of respondents in the Nichols survey who
stated their property plan provided “no relevance or guidance” or the 31% who said the plan was
not referred to in making property decisions. Another 20.6% said the property plan was “not
aligned at all” with the organizations overall business plan.
Corporate Real Estate Management Activities
Several typical CREAM management activities identified in earlier research were examined by all
the surveys. In the Teoh survey the questions asked were slightly different from later research in
that they asked for the relative importance of various activities, rather than the time spent on
them. Even so, some interesting comparisons can be made.

Corporate Real Estate Activities

Mean timee spent on 5 point Likert scale
1-no time/ 5- majority of time

3.5
3
2.5
Teoh

2

McDonagh
Nichols

1.5
1
0.5
0

capital budgets
viability studies
planning strategy
lease negotiation
buying/selling CRE
statutorymaintenance
compliance budgets
general administration
maintenance supervision
managing externalservice providers

supervising engineering/construction

Respondents Activities

Teoh found finance and budget analysis to be relatively unimportant, but in contrast both capital
and operational budgeting were found to occupy reasonable amounts of the respondents time in
the McDonagh and Nichols surveys. This may be a reflection of the number of public sector
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organizations in the recent surveys that may be under tighter budgetary constraint and have
fewer financing options.
Viability studies were rated less important than finance and budget analysis by Teoh, and
exhibited a similarly reduced time commitment in the later research.
Construction supervision would be an activity expected to occupy a relatively small amount of
time, given the intermittent occurrence of this activity in many organizations, and also be
relatively lowly rated in terms of importance. This indeed was the case, with all the surveys
showing a remarkably similar response pattern for this issue.
Ratings 4 and 5, corresponding to higher commitments of time, were used relatively little across
all activities. This indicates respondents spend smaller amounts of time across a wider range of
tasks – reflected in frequent “moderate” and “some time” responses.
Only moderate time being spent on planning strategy (on average) indicated a more reactive
approach to management than occurs at the higher stages of CREAM development.
However, further analysis of the data revealed the greatest standard deviations for both surveys
were for: planning and developing real estate strategy, lease negotiation, engineering and
construction, and supervision and maintenance supervision. This result seems to support the
findings of earlier research that many organizations in New Zealand seem to operate at very
different ends of the CRE stages of development model as proposed by Joroff et al. The lowest
standard deviation amongst respondents in all surveys was for the question on capital budgeting
activities.
Senior Management Attitude Towards CREAM
Positive management attitude has been identified by numerous previous researchers (Veale
1989, Gale and Case 1989, Teoh 1992 and others) as being a crucial prerequisite to developing
a high level of performance in respect of corporate real estate asset management.
Five questions that provided some insight regarding senior management attitudes to CRE could
be directly compared between the Nichols and McDonagh surveys and five questions asked by
Teoh were similar enough to be included in the comparison subject to some reservations. The
overall results are shown below.
Analysis of the responses in more detail revealed approximately 50% of senior management
strongly felt “they are not in the property business” in both the Teoh and Nichols surveys while
only 12.5% felt this way in the McDonagh survey. This result is confusing when the responses to
the question regarding whether management recognize “all organizations are in real estate to
some degree” followed the more typical pattern of improvement over time.
A consistent pattern of improvement applied to questions regarding management “focus on cost
reduction” and the distribution of responses within each survey was also not significantly
different.
Teoh asked for a rating of whether “current organizational CREAM needed improvement”
whereas the later two surveys asked if CREAM was “regarded positively”. While the highest
rating for the earlier research was a neutral response, the more recent results for a similar
question showed the majority of organizations were relatively positive regarding their existing
CREAM performance (over 50% rating of 4 or 5 on a five point Likert scale).
This may mean that performance has actually improved – but not necessarily so as the
respondents belief may not be in accord with reality. There is also a potential bias problem as the
earliest survey was of CEO’s whereas the recent surveys were of corporate real estate
executives who are potentially reporting on their own performance.
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Senior Management Attitudes to CRE

Mean level of agreement on a 5 point Likert Scale
1= disagree 5= strongly agree

4.5

4

3.5

3

2.5

Teoh
McDonagh
Nichols

2

1.5

1

0.5

0
not in the RE business

Mgmt recognise all in RE
business to a degree

strive to minimise cost

CREAM regarded
positively

CREAM can reduce
financial risk

Another common question was whether management believed active CREAM could reduce
financial risk to the organization. While the mean Likert scale rating in the graph above shows a
drop in the McDonagh survey, deeper analysis of the data indicates a more complex situation,
the mean being influenced by a small number of negative and large number of neutral responses
in the Teoh survey.

Conclusion
The results of this research reveal that while some aspects of CREAM practice have continued to
improve over the fourteen year span of the surveys, others have remained stable or stabilised.
For example, the percentage of organisations with a separate CRE unit was between 57% and
63% in all of the surveys and the higher percentage (78%) in the interviews can be explained by
the different sample and methodology.
The title of the manager responsible for CREAM included the description “Property”, “Facilities” or
“Asset” Manager in 39%, 44% and 43% of the sample for the Teoh, McDonagh and Nichols
research respectively. Also popular in approximately 13% of all cases were titles with a finance
orientation.
A significant change has been the reduction in the percentage of respondents without any
professional qualifications from 63% in the McDonagh survey to 45% in the Nichols survey. Over
the same interval those with a property qualification increased from 17% to 35%.
The CREAM manager reported to either of the top two levels of management in an organisation
in approximately 70% of cases across three of the research exercises. The slightly lower figure of
60% in the Teoh research can be explained by problems with the question design.
Around 50% of organisations treat property costs separately and allocate them to individual
properties in all three of the research projects where this issue was examined.
There was a substantial increase in the percentage of organisations with a good or very good
strategic plan for property subsequent to the Teoh survey which recorded a figure of 17.1%.
However, this now seems to have stabilised with the most recent surveys both recording 28%
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and the interview research very similar at 31%. More recently there been a reduction in those
organisations with a very poor, or no CRE strategic plan, from approximately 50% in the first
three surveys to 29% in 2005.
In terms of activities undertaken, budget analysis was of moderate importance, particularly in the
later surveys, whereas supervising construction and undertaking viability studies were relatively
unimportant in all cases. General administration and lease negotiations were the most time
consuming, but of note was the fact that across the research no activity was especially dominant
– CRE managers appear to be generalists.
The attitude of senior management towards CREAM has been found to be significant in previous
studies, but on this issue, the results of this research are a little unclear. The percentage of
respondents who felt “they are not in the property business” fluctuated wildly between surveys
whereas there was the expected improvement over time on issues such as “management
recognise all organisations are in real estate to some degree” and CREAM is regarded positively.
The difference in the survey sample for the Teoh research may again be a significant factor here.
A general observation has been the remarkable similarity of findings in respect of some issues
despite the use of different samples and different research methodologies. Significant similarities
to some of the findings of international research were also found, despite the very different scale
and focus of the New Zealand economy.
However, more in-depth analysis has revealed that, while the pattern of response to some
questions is similar, it is very different in others. For example, the standard deviation of
responses on questions relating to strategic planning and maintenance supervision was relatively
large. This seems to support the findings of earlier research that many organizations in New
Zealand seem to operate at very different ends of the CRE stages of development model as
proposed by Joroff et al. It is envisaged that the survey work on which this research is based will
be repeated at regular intervals into the future. This will further build the available data and
facilitate further investigation of this and other CREAM issues.
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Appendix
Below are copies of the actual survey documents referred to in the previous
paper, as well as the prompting questions that were associated with the
interviews.
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APPENDIX C Sample Mall Questionnaire

SURVEY ON CORPORATE REAL ESTATE ASSET MANAGEMENT

Is your jOb

title 1 _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ __

youl'main l1ne (or llnes) of business ? (En circle the appropriate sector code
Agrlcu ljural and associated :serv1ces

AUT

AutomoU~'e

BLD

Building

CHM

Chemica) and fertiliser

CO.

Construction

Energy and fuel

ELE
ENG

Ekctrleal

£l'.'E

FIN

Finance and banks

FOD

Food

FOR

Forestry a nd forest prod ucts

INV

hwestment

ug

Uquor and tobacco

MET

Mea t and by-products

MCM

Media a nd

MED

Medical s upplJcs

MIS

'Miscellaneous SClVIoes

co ln.mun~Uons

Englnet'rtng

-'.!

PRO

Property

RetaU merohanta

TEl(

Textile and appare l

Tl"arelport and tourt9m

MIN

Mlnln,g

"
":.,

your company

ha~

a formally organbed real C3ta.tC u nit?

No

_ _ _ _ years

long has such a unit been in existence?
unIt now a: _ _ _ Departme nt of the company
_ _ _ S ubstdlary dfa parent com pany
Is the title of the real estate unit head?

real estate untt reports to the compaity tluough: (please tick where appropriate)
_ __ President
_ _ _ Treasurer/Controller
_ _ _ Division Vice President
_ __Group Senior/Executive Vice Preside nt
_ _ _ Gene ral Counsel
_ __ Other (please specUY)

answer to the Question 3 above Is "Departmen t of the company". on what basis does your
organise its real estate acclvl.ttes?
_
_
_ ~v •• centre Within operating dlvtston _ _ _ Proflt centre within real estate unit.
·_ _ _ ~" ' centre within real estate unit _ _ _ Depends on the property
_ _ _" <001 "eT,a e wi~in operatJng dtvialon
No separate department for real estnte
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Page 2 43

2. If you manage your real estate fOT profit. w hat are your bale ratlonales or motivations behind
this approach? (Please eheck those whkh a pply)
.
increased efficiency of real estate resou rces
generate revenue for overall corporntc purposes
generate revenue for other real estate requirements
Jnvestment of Idle corporate funds
Induce competition with the mnrkel p lace
induce compeUtlon among propertJes within the company's JX)rtfoUo
more effective evaluation of lndividual property performance
. tax pUrJXlses
other

,

Jf you ~age your real estate as a cost centre, what are your basic ~tionales or motivations
behtnd this approach? (Pleas e check those whkh apply)
ease of use
facilitate cost recovery th rou gb Cost of Goods Sold (for company's main p roduct)
real estate unUs not s u fficiently profitable by nature
shortages of management expertIse / manpower to ma n age for profit
equal allocation of real estate expense a crOss Une operations (through overheads)
"not in the real estate business'
top management resistance
other

\

I

Inventory of Real Estate Assets
Does your company mn1ntain: (please checkl
A real property lnventory
A separate real property management Information system (t.e. MIS)

If you do not maintain an inventoIy or MIS for your company's real cotate, wha t are tile prtmary
~riet's for developing a nd operating such syst.em.s In your organisatlon?
.
not enough funding/ma npower
dLfflcult to effect c hange in o rganisation
n ot cost justtflabJe
n ot enough power vested In real estate fu nc tlon
real estate functlons/responstbllltles too decentrallscd
resistance to new p rocedures or methodology by real estate staff
unfamiliar with available Inventory/ MIS systems for real estate
canllot convince top management
other

How does the after-tax return on real estate (net lncome plus appreciation ) compare with your
company's overa.11 return?
real estate returns are generally lo1,l,' e!
real estate retu rns are generaUy higher
we do not calculate real estate re turns
real estate returns are generally the same
How often does the president o r CEO partklpatc in corporate real estate decistons?
often
sometimes
seldom
never
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(0 to increase the corrununication between the r espondent
and the property manager through more frequent perlod.ic
. meetings . both formal and informal
(gl to decre8se the utilisation of outside property cons ultant
by employing g>od property professIonals

2

3

2

3

•

,

6

S

.,

Please eva1~ate the following statemen1:.$:

~

5_""
....

2

3

,

2

3

4

S

(c) Dlverslfying real estate portfolJos (by lease/own ra tios.
lease tcrm rna.t umtion, capItal financlng vehJcle. etc) can
s IgnifICantly reduce floanc1al risk

2

3

•

s

(d) I h ave regular exposure to. and a finn unde TStandlng
of. ove.ra.l.l corporate strategic plans and objectives from
whiCh to base real property decisions.

2

3

real estate: alternatives.

2

3

•

5

(0 I do not have s~nt information or method.o1ogy
available to clearly evaluate the physical performance or
use effectiveness of my buildings.

2

3

•

5

2

3

•

s

(h) Real estate decision-making is an inte gral part of
corporate strategic planning.

2

3

Responsibility for real estate assets are delegated too far
down In my organisation.

2

3

2

3

estate management ls not important becau se the
company's core business activity 1$ not real estate.

(3) Real

(bl Uncertalnty and unpredictability of future real estate
markets. economic conditions . and o~ntsational space
needs greatly reduce my capacIty to e ect optimal real
estate so lutions.

,

s

5

(el Future flexibility (in terms of commJtments. locatiOn .
. buUding design and use. etc) is a top priority in evaluating

(g) Real estate decision.mak.ing. on average. plays a critic:a1
part in the ov~lI perfonnanoe of my orgo.nJ3e.tlon,

(I)

5

•

5

OJ

The preskient or CEO usually gets involved in corporate
real estate decisions.

ThiS is the end of the questionnaire.
thank you for agreeing to take part in this study.
S hould you be interested in receIVIng a copy of the survey z:esults.
please enclose youe bUSiness card.
Onc e

again.

PLEASE RETURN THE COMPLETED QUESTIONNAIRE NOW!
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McDonagh
IntervielVs
Prompting question s - used as necessary

•

Main line of business?

•

Number of corporate real estate staff?

•

Finn name?

•

City or town where ba:>oo?

•

Interviewees nam e?

•

Value of portfolio in $M ?

•

Size of portfolio in number of properties?

•

Existence ofCRE inventory?

•

Existence of separate e RE unit?

•

Internal rents charged?

•

Level of relationship to CEO?

•

Methods used for evaluation ofCRE?

•

Exislence of strategic plan for eRE?

•

Attitude of senior management to eRE?

•

Assessment or stage o f developm(''1lt of CREA.M?

•

Use of outsourcing?

•

Cost centre or profit centre for eRE?

•

Joint vcntures used for eRE?

•

General comments?
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Lincoln University Corporate Real Estate Survey

Note: QuestiQnnaires remmed by the tlue date wiJI enter a prize draw for three cases of wine

Overall Organisation
01. P lease tick the phrase that best describes the ownersrup slructure of your organisation.

o
o
o

o

Public Company

Government Department
Privale Company

o
o

Siale O\¥TIed Enterprise/Agency
TenilOriallRegional Authority or LATE

Not For Profit Organisation

02. What is the cure business of yo ur orgarusation?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

0 3. Circle the approx:imale number of staff employed by your orgllnisalion.
1-10

2 [-50

11-20

101-200

51-100

over 500

201-500

04. If ''Restrucruring'' is defined as a compLete and major change in total organisa tional structure, andlor legal
slarus, andlor core bUSloCSS objectives - has your organisation been reslrucruroo in recent limes? (tick olle)

o

Not at all

o

Minor reS1Hlcturing

0 Extensive rcstmcturing

If so, how long ago'_ _ __ _

05. In relation l.(I your "core business" tick the statement that most closel y represents your organisation.

LJ The nature audlor direction of our core business ill uncenain, therefore flexibility is paramount.
LJ The direction of groYoith for ollr organisation is clear but we"still need to keep our options open. There can
be spQCial advaOlages in having the "right" location for our eol'Q busincss.

o
LJ

Our market is competi tive so we need to be efficient and/or have a special advantage to survive - for
example, a full range of products andlor services to aUrae! our share of the established market.

Our market is well established and extremely co mpetiti ve so keeping costs down is number one prio rity.
With little scope for price rises, gaining ma rket share is the avenue of grov:th for

o

118.

We are not in a competitive market type of situatiotl.

06. In your organisation the costs of occupying real estate: (please tick which apply)

o

o
o

Are included as part of overall organisational overhead and not apportioned to organisational ~mi ts

Total real estate costs arc included wi th other overheads and apportioned to orgamsational units
Real estate operating expenses (eg local authority rates) are apportioned to organisational units

o
o

Real estate operating expenses and a capital charge arc apportioned to organisational units

o

Real estate operating expenses and mruket rentals (or equivalent) rue d \'1rged to organisational uni ts

Real estate operating expenses and depreciation are apportioned to organisational units

Other_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _(pJeasespecify)
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Management of Rcu l Estllte Assets
Ml, Does your or!;aWsation have a formally organised rea l estate unit or pe~on with litis area as thelf sole
responsib ility?
No (please tick)
Ye:\

o

o

If No, go to question M6.

If Yes, p lease answer questiort:l M2·M5 below:

M2. S tale the number of . property nlll nagcmcnt stnff _ _ __ _ • physical maintenance staff _ __ __

M3. Has you r organisation' 3 real estate

o

Not at all

o

unjrJdjvj.~ion

Minor restructuring

been reStructUIed (as defined in question 04) recently?

0

Exte!lll.ive resllUcturing Tfso, how long ago,_ _ _ _ __

M4. How has the number of emp loyees engaged ill property work in your organisation changed during the past 5
years? (tick one)

o

o

Stayed £oo ut the Same
Decreas:xl Slightly

o
o

Increased Slighli y
0
Decreased Significantly

Increased Significantl y

M5 . If additional space/Iaoo WIIS required by an operating unit within your organisation, which of the following WQIil
closely resembles the p roce:os by which tho space would be provided? (please tick one)

o
LJ

o
o
o
o

The operating unit would anange tho supply of Ihe additio nal spaceJ]and itself.

·The operating unit would specify what WM requ ired, the rea l csl<lIc/propeny unit would then arrange for il to
be purchased, con:'1 ructed, leased or OthC!V.1sC supp lied. The operating un it would need 10 justify the cost
Thc operating unit ....,ould specity woot WtlS required, thc real cstate/property uilil would Ib(.'1) WT.wge for it to
be purcbased, constructed, leased or otherwise supplied. The real csl81e1property unit would aL~o be
responsible fo r eflsuring the real estate costs were nOt excessive.
.
The operating unit would identify B need, the.u the real estatelproperty unit wou ld examine options and
p repare a solution believed to meet the need at reasonab le COSI. The real eStllle/property uni t may propose
rearranging operations to meet the need within existing space or make olher savings. If DpCrating units
reject these proposals they would hll\'e to develop and justify their ~ferred alternatives.
The opemring unit would identify II need, then the real estate/property unit 'WOuld o ffer a market based
solution charging II readily determinable market rtfIt. If there were specialised "non marlret" openllional
requiremen ts these would be au addiliolllli cost to Iho operating unit.

All orga!lisaltonal space needs an: anticipated by regular meetings o f beads of operating UllilS, lhe real
estate/property uni t IllId management. This leam reviews and justifies existing real eSlate costs as '>'.'CU as lbc
operational and fi nancial impliclltions of alternative options. Decisions arrived at arc implemclllcd by Ihe
real cstate!property unit.

M6. Please circle which of the followi ng are used by your orgA nisation for ass isting in m~ real estate deci~ions.
never
rarely
sometimes
oIk n
always
Accounting rate o f retum/paybnck pe ri od
Discounted cash flow techniques ([RR, NP V etc)
Consideration of risk d iversificatio n
Re l!1tionsrup to market valuclre ntal
Sale and leaseback analysis
Consideratioll of non fmancia l factors
Independent property management cOll.'JUltants

used
I

used
2
2
2
2
2
2

used

3
3
3
3

3
3
3
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used
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

wed
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

M7. Which of the foll o\\<ing statements most closely resembles the current role of rea l estate manllgement I.. your
0rJu .. is.till..? (please tick one)

o
o

o
o
o
o

Accounting for thc cosls ofusillg real cstate and allocflting ooth the real estale and its COStS to opentting units.
Investigating ways \0 usc less rea l estate or increase elIiciency (eg. by standardising offict: layouts,
combining faci lities. sub-leasing/selling excess landlbuiidings, refurbishing old buildings 10 SUil new uses).
Orgarusing provision oflandl build ings! other real estate so thaI operating units of the organisalion have
what they need.
Examining wends itl conj unction with operating units, developing the reul estnte implications o f tilcse trends
for the ·eore~ operations orthe organisation and propoSing optimal solutions.
A scparnte bus iness unit earning a re turn on the capital tied up in real estate assets by providing the space
req uirements of operating units in return for market re lated rents and operating expenses.
None orlhe above (please elabor3tc)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

MS. Please circle the degree La which each o f the fo llowing statements is representative of vour organisAtion.
slatemeni strong ly
applies
partly appl ies

does tlot
apply

Real estate management is not considered important because
your organisation's core activity is not real estate.

2

3

4

Managt:ment of real estate is regarded negatively as it is seen to
demand exccs:'.:ive charges and/or reponing requirements.

2

3

4

Managcffif;nt o f real estate is regarded ravo urably as it is seen to
provide cost effe<:tive solutions 10 operating units' real estate needs.

2

3

4

The real estate rrecds of operational uruts are largely dctennined
by a set of standardised ru les or policies (for ~xamp[t'I so many
Olan y m2 per penon at vari ous levels).

2

3

Top management reoognises that every orga nisation
that occupies spate is in the real estate business as welL

2

4

5

Teams, alliances or j oint ventures of both intemallllid extemal
staff are formed to solve particular leal estate related problems.

2

4

5

In you r opinion the management of real estate asse ts
in your organislI tion needs major improvcmenL

2

4

5

Management of real estate assets can significant ly
red uce tile organisation's overall fina ncial risk.

2

4

5

Uncertainty associated wit h future real estate markets,
economic conditions and organisational space needs greatl y
alfects your capacity 10 effect optimal real estate solutions.

2

3

4

Staffrespansib le for real estate have regular exposure 10,
and a good understanding of, overall organisational strategy and plans
on which to base rea l estate dec isions.

2

3

4

You do nOI have suffi cient infonnation or methodology available
to clearly evaluate the pcrfonnance or use-effectiveness of
yo ur organisc·tlion 's real estate assets.

2

3

4

5

Responsibili ty for real estate doe-is ions is
delegatt'ld too far down in your organisation.

2

3

4

5
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5

5

Individual Responsibilities
RI , What is your titlc in your organisalion?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

R2 How long have you held O.is posil ion?~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
IU. List any fornlal qualifICations relating to thc management of real estate assets yOll currently hold.

R4 .

What is the title oCtile person you repon 10" _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

RS. indicate (by circling) the importance of the issues below to a person holding y"O,mlUPKo.,"itlllOill"UinJL)'Q!!LI"""""'=
"01

import alii
Thc impact of a major real estatc project
on the balMce st.ect of your organisation

3

The i.mpact of II major real eslate project

on the public perception of your orgauiS1l1ion

2

3

Lease versus own andlor sale leaseback financ ial AnAlysis

2

3

COSt of nccommodatioll per occupier

2

3

Benchmarking against indUStry stAndards

2

3

Reviewing core openuioFUI to ensure efficient use of renl estatc assets

2

3

3

4

Contribution of cash flow to the organisation from real estate assets

2

3

Maximisation of tax ad\'antages

2

Holding assell; for capit al gainfinflation hedge

2

Refinancing of real estate to raise capital for operations

2

Ac.;;Ollllting infonnation being available on individual properties

2

Using real estate to gain a strategic advantage fo r your core business 1

2

R6. Circle the aruou!U of Ijme yon personally spend on the following activities in your present position.
minimal
lime
preparation of clipital budgets
preparation of maiDtenanceJoperational budgets
buying/selling real estate assets
undertaking fmandal viability studies
monitoring performance of existing assels
planning/developing real estate strategy
general administration
fimmcial repon ing
supervising engineering/construction
lease negotiation/administration
Building A(.t/ henlth and safety
market analysis
cost control
maintenance supervision
managing external service providers

1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

modernte
amount
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
J
3
3
3
3
3

~"
tim~

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

5

R7. For your organisation, please tick the decisions that can be made by operationaiunil/division managers
who are not directly involved. in pro~
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OReal Esrate disposal

o

OReal Esrate capital expenditure.

0 Real Estate lease negotiations

o
o

Rea] Estate purchase

Real Estate mainlenance
None o f these decisions

CommuniclltiQn
Cl. In ttlrms of reporting level, circle how many steps yo u are away from the CEO of your organisation.

2

4

5

more

C2. Please circle how frequently WQuld you liaise with the following:

Daily
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

Chief Execl.lllvc Officer
Cruef FiDancial Ollicer
"Core" Business Unit heads
Real Estattl AgcntsIValuersiConsultants
Enginecrs'fecluricaJ people
Service Providers (cleancn etc. )
Staff in o ther units within your organjsation

Weekly Monthly Qtrly
\V
M
Q
\V
M
Q
\V
M
Q
w
M
Q
\V
M
Q
W
M
Q
W
M
Q

eJ. Does yo ur organisation have a written overall strategic plan for real estat~?
If yes, circle when was it fir5t prepared?
How often is the plan revie"..ed/updated?

never

D

Annuall y
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Yes

0

No

6

12

24

36 months ago or longer

6

12

24

36 monthly or longer

Please circle below the degree of integration of the above real es\.ate plan with core business operations.
poor integ ralion

2

3

complete integration

4

Information Systems
I I.

With respect to having access to an IIccurate computerised database containing details on each property,
would yo u plca:re f'.in!ly circle the importance of II database to your organisation and ~ circle lite
ofr(orma llse ofYQur organisation's database on the scale below. Circ le NlA if you have no database.

2

not important
poor performance

12.

N/A

2

3

4

5

cxtremely im portant

4

5

excellent perfonnance

If your organisation has a computerised property database circle its perfonnance on each of the following:
Shows adequate details on:
- Current use of proplolrty
- Physical atlribUies - ie. size, dimensions, age etc
- Legal matters including zoning, tenure etc
- Lease detilils if ilpplicilble
- Purchase cost
- C~nt market value
- OperatingllllaintenAnce costs
- Maintenance programme
- No. o f people working widlin specific buildings
- Usefulness in a::.:sisting in stratcgic dccisioumaking
- Usefulness in identifying non-performing properties
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Poo,
1

OK
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2

3
3
3
J
J
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4

Excelltlnt
5
5

5

4
4

5
5
5

4

5

4

5
5

4

4
4
4

5
5

Outsourcing
S1. Does your organisation have a strategy on outsourcing real estate-related tasks to external service providers?

D Yes 0 No

If yes, is this strategy set out in writing?

o

Yes

0

No

(please tick)

S2. Is your organisation using external real eslate service providers more, the same, or less thao it did 5 years ago?

o

More

o

Same

o

(please tick)

l ess

S3. Please circle the rating thai best describes the frequency with which the following real estate functions are

typical1y outso urced by your organisation (ie. provided to your organisation by external servicc providers).
Never

Sometimes
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Real e:state strategic planning
Feasibility studies/market analysis
Real estate valuations
Selection of sites/premises
Procurement of sitWpremises
Space layout planning
Building design
Constnlctionlfitout management
Propcrtyllcase administration
Facilities management/maintenance
Building ActlHealth and Safety compliance
RM AetJ to\\IQ planning issues
Surplus propcrtyllease disposal

Frcquenliy
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Always

NIA

4

5

4
4

4
4
4

4
4
4
4

4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

S4. Does your organisation cun-cndy have any contracts with external service providers fo r periods of 3 years or
greater, for the proviSion of any of the services listed in question S3 aoove? (tick one)
0 Yes
0 No

55.

R.auk the 5 maiu reasons (from I to 5, I being the main reason) that your organislllion obta.ins real estate services
from external scrvice providcl'l! (if Hpplieable).

To obtain a more independent service
To gain a betler qllality of service
To reduce the cost of the service
To access skills. teclUlOlogy. best practice not available Within your organisation
As the service is not a core business of your organisation
To provide greater flex ibility in staff resources
Otherc________________________________

S6. T ick the 3 methods most commonly used by your organisation to identify real estate service providers.

o
o
o
o

o
o

Advertising (eg. request for proposal)
Recommendation from an associate
Direct approach by service provider
Professiona l affiliations
Real estate publications
Networking/personal contact
Other,___________________________________________________

o
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57. Indicate the importance of the fol.lowing characteristics in )'OUT selection of a real estate service provider
Oaracteristic
!r!:!oortance (please circle)
Not important
Moderate
Extremely important
4
Relevant past experience
I
2
J
5
Size of Compan y
2
4
5
J
Quality of ~ssi glled employees
2
J
4
5
Local expertise
4
2
J
5
4
Project methodology
2
5
J
4
Reputation/references
2
J
5
Independence of service
4
J
2
Price
2
4
J
National capability
2
J
4
4
Overall 'chemistry'
2
5
J
Breadth of services available
2
J
4
5
Quality of )Jroposallpresentation
4
5
2
J
Ex isti ng relationship wilh provider
2
4
5
3
Other
2
J
4
5

58. Please circle ro indicate the imPOrtance of tile following skills/criteria for individual personnellcODsultallls
providing real estate services to your organisation .
ImI!ortance
.s!ill
Not important
Extremely im(X'l rtant
Moderate
4
Investment antilysis skills
I
2
5
3
Market knowledge
2
J
4
5
Depth of experi ence in pro perty

2
2
2
2
2
2

Formal property qualifications
Breadth of skills
Negotiation skills
Presentation skills
Strategic managemen t skills
Market analysis skills
Unden.1and ing of your organisation
Knowledge of business management princip les

2

Ot1=

J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

.
59. Pl ~as~ circle 10 indi<;ate the importance of the fol1o\O,1 nll p~n a l attributes for individual personnel/consultants
providing re al estate services to your organisation.
Attribute
!mRQrtance
Very Important
Important
Extremcly important
Timelinessfresponsiveness
I
2
3
4
5
Lateral thinking/creativity
I
2
3
4
5
Sound j udgemen t
2
3
4
Accuracy/tl1oroughn~ss

2

Communication skills
Ability to \\ork in teams
O\'~rall professionalism
Positi ve att irudelcommihnent
Confid entiality
Adapbbi li ty
Problem sotving ability

2
2
2
2

Omer~_________________

2

2
2
2

3
J
3
J
J
3
J
J
J

4
4
4

4
4

5

4

5

4
4

5
5

S10 To 'W"hat extent do you consider the following factors contribute 10 successful outsourcing of property services?

FaclOr

Importance
Moderate
Exrrcmely imponant

Not important

1

P rovi der's understanding of your business
Acceptance of outsourcing by )'<J ur staff
C081 savings ac hicved
Responsiveness of the 8ervice provider
Communication/interface between the parties
Retention of u ltimate comrol
Quality of service pro\1ded
Quality of personnel ftSsigned by provider
Cla rity of objectives prior to outSourciug

2
2
2

3
3
3

2

J
J
J
J
J
3

2
2
2
2
2
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4
4
4

5
5
5

4

5

4
4
4

5
5
5

4
4

5

5

Effective performance measurement tools
I'erfonnance based fee structures
Fuji analysis of costs prior to outSOUKing
Well developed service level agreement
Well planned transition of services
Other

2
2
2
2

2
2

4
4
4
4
4
4

3
3
3
3
3
3

5
5
5
5
5
5

S II. If property services have been, or presently arc outsourccd by your organisation, please indica te the general
success o f this outsourcing. (circle on the scale below)
Very !<.llccessful
1

Unsuccessful
5

Moderately successfu l

2

Please comment on the
Successful

J
WiI)'lI

4

in which this outsourc ing has been:

Unsuccessful

Arc there any propcny services that your organisation previously outsourced, that arc now being pcrfunned
internally within your organisation? (tick one)
DYes D No
[fyes, please commen!

_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _,Continue on separate sheet if necessary

Finally, Pleast Outline Your Organisation's Rul Estntc Portfolio

r I.

Circle the approximllte number of properties your organisation owns freehold.
nil
1-5
6-10
11-20
21-50

Pl . Ifknowll, cird e the tolal value of proper lies owned freehold (ifapplicablc).
less IhM! $ IM
S I-5M
$6- IOM
SII-30M
PJ . Circle the approximate numbe r of properties your o rgan i~t i on leases.
rul
1-5
6-10
11 -20
21-50

51-100

100+

$3 1-50M

over$50M

51- lOa

10. .

P4 . If known, please state your organisation's approximate tolal annual renlal COEts. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
P5.

Please circle to indicate whe ther your organisation prefers to lease or 0\\011 operational real

eslll le.

Strong preference
to lease
1

5

2

neutral
3

4

Slrong preference to
own freeho ld

P6. How does your organisation generall y record real estale value? (please tick one)
D

HisloricCost

D Curren! Market Value 0 Deprecialcd Replacemenl Cost

Other _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _(pJeasespecify)

THANKYOU FOR TAKING THE TIME TO COMPLETE THIS SURVEY
- PLEASE RETURN IT IMMEDIATELY TO ENTER THE PRIZE DRAW
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Section 2 - Property Management

,How many yea-rs _h_ave

' ::~p~ey~ p~:r:!~fO~?the

r-----

L,_____._.,___,

·~Ist· anY:fofTll~tq!Jaliflc~(m!!:· relaJin.g t~.p'rop~rtYIi'~ a,t~;J~~e~ft"!at,Y.99 "hOfd.
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Undertaking: finanCial viability studies
jltrategy ~.:,
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General administration
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Section 3 - Business Planning
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Section 4 - Property Planning
Does 'your org'anisatlon have a property plan?

. '-'ii' ~Yes

-

li".'j,

~ No'
Does the t hi nking behind the property plan considen

-BAta~e ~~eslve Integraled plClure of portfolio wide iss~es

~OOS",?~' groo"'.~! property by iype

".

eDConsKJe;;~ch~propertY In.I~lal.ion '

~

CI~OnSklElI:S:. ~r.OuPs of property t>Y geogmphicat Ibci.ilion

,I32Ot,;"L,-.----J '

:Does 'the prope.rty piau 9~! re'ferr~
~

..

.'

tt:! ill'maklng propertY <!ecll:llonl:l?

.~,'

.

,

'"

,In' you,r opln(on "hOwowefr 'does th-e'property pi an pri;,vld'e rclcv'ance and"guldance!O .j'jhat should
happen with ~",' ~6rl0 ?"

'.'

~No;:[e:~~~iolda'nce

~'

.;

~ .. ,
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Section 5 - The connection between the Business Plan and the
Property Plan
__ " A

~

.. '.

!-loW ~e ll ~o u_k!.Y.9u,_~ayUi~" Prop c rty PL3~ ·I! ilUg_n.e..d ~ith....t.he
.SUsine~ ~·I~ft7~.";
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04

~~

fL.:Someti~es al igned
-Not y~ry well aligned

F'~

fl5- f'Not£l li gn ~d

at all

Does the propery:y pl;mn.er attend senior managerryent or ~oard meetings ?

~!Nev.er.

':

i SOccassiOnallY~

t !AIWayS --

.

Jf the Bu~ioess ptan changes, are there corresponding changes made to tJ:'!e Prl)perty Pljln? ·

~Never
·. o.ceasslonaIlY.

~I~~;; . ;~~
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